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Outline 
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• More containers in python 

• str 

• list 

• range 

• dictionary 

• set 

• tuple 

 

• Files (very basic) 

 

• if time allows: import modules 

• random, math, time 

 



Sequences (reminder) 
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•  Sequences are highly important in our biological context. 

 

• We mentioned so far 2 kinds of sequences: 

- Strings (sequences of characters)  "GCTTA" or 'GCTTA' 

  multi lines:    """GTAT 

       GGTA 

       TCCG""" 

 

- Lists (sequences of any instances)  [1, 2, 3] 

 

• There are some common properties to strings and lists (and other sequences).  

 We’ll se these first, and then some differences. 



Strings and Lists commonalities (reminder) 
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- Some built-in python function 

 are applicable to both str and list:  

 

 

- indexing :          seq[i]    0≤i<len(seq) 

 including higher dimension indexing:     seq[i][j][…] 

 

- slicing:                 seq[a:b:c]      

 

- membership test:           element in seq 

 

- concatenation (+)    seq1 + seq2 

 

- duplication (*)     seq * int 

 

- comparison (==)    seq1 == seq2 

      seq1 != seq2 

len(seq) 

min(seq) 

max(seq) 



Loops: for and while (reminder) 
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while   condition : 
<-tab-> statement 
              statement 
               … 
statement     #out of loop 
… 

One of the statement must 
affect the condition 

 (what would happen if not?) 

def countA(dna): 

     cntA = 0 

     i=0 

     while i < len(dna): 

          if dna[i] == "A": 

               cntA += 1 

          i += 1 

     return Acnt 

for  name in sequence : 
<-tab-> statement 
              statement 
               … 
statement     #out of loop 
… 

def countA(dna): 

     cntA = 0 

     for base in dna: 

          if base == "A": 

               cntA += 1 

     return cntA 



Strings and Lists differences 
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• Strings consist only of characters. Lists consist anything. 

 

• lists are mutable (we can mutate their inner elements) 

 strings are immutable. 

>>> dna = "AGGACGATTAGACG" 

>>> dna[4] = "G" 

Traceback (most recent call last): 

  File "<pyshell#43>", line 1, in <module> 

    dna[4] = "G" 

TypeError: 'str' object does not support item assignment 

>>> Glycine = ["GGU", "GGC", "GGA", "GGg"] 

>>> Glycine[3][2] = "G" 

Traceback (most recent call last): 

  File "<pyshell#45>", line 1, in <module> 

    Glycine[3][2] = "G" 

TypeError: 'str' object does not support item assignment 

>>> Glycine[3] = "GGG" 

>>> Glycine 

['GGU', 'GGC', 'GGA', 'GGG'] 



Strings and Lists differences (2) 
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• Each of these types has its own functions that are bound to it. 

  

 You can get to list of a type's available functions using: 

- help command on that type 

- manuals and sources on the web 

- or simply by typing the name of a class (or an instance of it) followed by a 

dot (.), and then tab. 

 a list of functions bound to that class will open. 

• However  there are functions in both classes:    count(…)  and   index(…) 



Conversion between lists and strings 
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• Converting str to list is easy: 

>>> list("TATAAA") 

['T', 'A', 'T', 'A', 'A', 'A'] 

• What about the opposite? 

 

 

 

 not exactly what we expected. 

 

 solution: str class has a function join: 

     seperator_string.join(list_of_characters) 

>>> str(['T', 'A', 'T', 'A', 'A', 'A']) 

"['T', 'A', 'T', 'A', 'A', 'A']" 

>>> "w".join(['T', 'A', 'T', 'A', 'A', 'A']) 

'TwAwTwAwAwA' 

>>> "".join(['T', 'A', 'T', 'A', 'A', 'A']) 

'TATAAA' 



Exercise 
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Generalize the GC_content function. 

 instead of getting 1 parameter and returning the CG%, it should get two 

parameters: 

- seq: a string representing DNA / protein or any other sequence 

- items: a list containing characters we want to count. 

 the function should return the total % of all the characters in the list. 

>>> count("TATTA", ["T"]) 

60.0 

>>> count("TATTA", ["t", "T"]) 

60.0 

>>> count("TATTA", ["t", "a", "g", "c"]) 

0.0 

>>> count("RPKPQQFFGLM", ["Q", "F"])  

36.36363636363637 



More containers in Python 
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• Python has several other built-in collection types. 

• very usefull for various needs 

• but one needs to choose the appropriate collection that fits the problem 

 

• Here's a summary: 

Ordered (sequences) Unordered 

Mutable 
(can change inner 

elements) 

list         [1,2,3] set                  {1,2,3} 

                        immutable elements 

                         

dictionary     {1:"1", 2:"2", 3:"3"} 

                       immutable keys 

Immutable 
(can only change the 

whole container to 

another location in 

memory) 

string     "123" 

tuple      (1,2,3) 

range     range(a,b,c) 



sets 
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• like sets in mathematics: 

• unordered 

• elements are immutable objects, no repetitions 

• support operations such as union, intersection, etc. 

>>> s = {"a", "b", 5} 

>>> type(s) 

<class 'set'> 

>>> s[0] 

Traceback (most recent call last): 

  File "<pyshell#31>", line 1, in <module> 

    s[0] 

TypeError: 'set' object does not support indexing 

>>> s.union({4,5,6}) 

{'a', 'b', 4, 5, 6} 

>>> s2 = {"a", "b", "c"} 

>>> s3 = s.intersection(s2) 

>>> s3 

{'a', 'b'} 

>>> s 

{'a', 'b', 5} 

>>> set([1,2,3,1,1,2,3,2,1]) 

{1, 2, 3} 

convert to a set: easy 
way to remove 
repetitions 

check these 
yourselves 



dictionaries 
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• like sets, but contain pairs of key:value 

• unordered 

• keys are immutable obj., no repeting keys (values may repeat) 

• support operations such as keys, values, etc. 

standard = { 

   'ttt': 'F', 'tct': 'S', 'tat': 'Y', 'tgt': 'C', 

   'ttc': 'F', 'tcc': 'S', 'tac': 'Y', 'tgc': 'C', 

   'tta': 'L', 'tca': 'S', 'taa': '*', 'tga': '*', 

... 

check these 
yourselves 

>>> standard['tat'] 

'Y' 

>>> standard['amir'] 

Traceback (most recent call last): 

  File "<pyshell#1>", line 1, in <module> 

    standard['amir'] 

KeyError: 'amir' 

 

>>> standard['tat'] = ['Y','y'] 

>>> standard['tat'] 

['Y', 'y'] 

get the value of 
key='tat' 

dictionaries 
are maps 



dictionaries 
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• Another example: protein molecular weight 

def molWeight(protseq): 

    protweight = {"A":89,"V":117,"L":131,"I":131,"P":115,"F":165, 

              "W":204,"M":149,"G":75,"S":105,"C":121,"T":119, 

              "Y":181,"N":132,"Q":146,"D":133,"E":147, 

              "K":146,"R":174,"H":155} 

 

    totalW = 0 

    for aa in protseq: 

        if aa in protweight: 

            totalW = totalW + protweight[aa.upper()] 

 

    totalW = totalW-(18*(len(protseq)-1)) 

    return totalW 

dictionaries 
are maps 



tuples 
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• tuples are like lists, but immutable 

  can be elements of a set, and keys of dictionary! 

 
>>> t = (1,2,3) 

 

>>> type(t) 

<class 'tuple'> 

 

>>> t[2] 

3 

 

>>> t[2]=7 

Traceback (most recent call last): 

  File "<pyshell#27>", line 1, in <module> 

    t[2]=7 

TypeError: 'tuple' object does not support item assignment 



range 
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• range(a,b)              a, a+1, a+2, a+3, …    < b      (last number = b-1) 

• range(a,b,c)           a, a+c, a+2c, a+3c,…  < b 

• defaults: a=0, c=1 

>>> for i in range(2,4): 

 print(i**2) 

4 

9 

 

>>> for i in range(4): 

 print(i**2) 

0 

1 

4 

9 

 

>>> for i in range(0,4,2): 

 print(i**2) 

0 

4 



Files 
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• Why do we want to know how to work with files? 

• easy way to save and spead data 

• especially when data too large to present on screen 

• basic file operations in python: open, readline, read, close 

my_file = open("...") 

 

path to file 
inside "   " 

tip: 
    .\    for current directory 
    ..\   for containing directory 
 
press tab to see what's in the directory 
 

seq = my_file.read()  #read all file as string 

seq = my_file.readline()  #read next line as string 

my_file.close() 

might be huge! 
causion before printing 



What to do after this class - reminder 
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